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Parent Bulletin - Friday 22nd September 2023

Headteacher Update:

Dear Parents & Carers

As we wrap up another week of hard work and dedication from all of our staff and students, I wanted
to take a moment to congratulate and thank everyone for their outstanding efforts in ensuring that the
expectations and standards remain high. Looking again at our Aspire Mountain it is clear from the
number of positive points that have been awarded that it has been a week filled with resilience,
responsibility and respect, and I am truly impressed by the students' commitment to excellence.

One of our greatest highlights of this week was the unboxing of our iPads for Year 7. All year groups
now have access to a device to use in and out of school. A reminder that this is part of the equipment
list and students are awarded positive points every morning by their tutor if they bring their iPad fully
charged. This demonstrates our learner skill of being organised.

As I mentioned last week, attending school is essential. Research shows clearly that there is a link
between progress made and attendance to school. If students are not in school then they are missing
out on key pieces of knowledge needed to help them progress in their subject. It is really important
that if your child is absent from school that you contact us to let us know the reasons why. If by the
time the registers close we do not have a reason for your child's absence we will be conducting home
visits as this becomes a safeguarding matter if we do not know the whereabouts of a child. If you
need any support with your child's attendance to school then please contact your child's form tutor or
Head of Year so that we can look at how best to support.

Unfortunately there has been a disconcerting rise in the number of incidents of verbal abuse towards
members of staff. Whilst we understand your frustration when incidents occur at school I must make it
absolutely clear that I will not tolerate any abusive language or threats to members of staff regardless
of what has occurred. If you are unhappy with a situation in school please contact your child’s form
tutor in the first instance or if it is a safeguarding concern then please contact your child's Head of
Year. We will of course listen and investigate any concerns you have but this must be done in a
controlled and calm manner at all times. Whilst this does apply to a very small minority of our school
community it is important that I reiterate our school values and thank all of those who continue to
support and communicate positively with us.

Also a reminder that Wednesday 27th September is our annual Open Evening and therefore we will
be closing early at 2pm in order to facilitate this. We have a record number of students (over 150)
supporting the evenings events all of whom will be rewarded with Aspire points and I thank them for
their support in helping to showcase what makes Great Wyrley GREAT.

Finally, We are making a change to the timings of the school day. I must make it clear that there is no
change at all to the start and end of the day; however, we are extending lunchtime by 10 minutes.



This is following overwhelming feedback from staff and students who are keen to run and attend even
more extracurricular activities. Therefore lunch will now run from 12.40pm until 13.15pm with a 5
minute movement time to last lesson.

Enjoy a well-deserved weekend, recharge, and come back next week ready to tackle new challenges
with the same enthusiasm and determination that you've shown this week.

Mrs K Moore
Headteacher

School Events for this week:

IPAD LAUNCH:
In a significant milestone this week, Year 7
students experienced an exciting moment as they
received their iPads for learning. The atmosphere
was charged with anticipation and enthusiasm as
the students eagerly collected their devices,
which would soon become integral tools in their
educational journey. The launch marked a shift
towards digital learning, providing students with
innovative ways to engage with educational
content and fostering a dynamic and interactive
classroom experience.

The iPads hold immense promise, offering students a gateway to a world of
knowledge and interactive learning resources. With these devices in hand,
students are poised to explore new horizons, collaborate seamlessly, and engage
in immersive educational experiences. As Year 7 embark on this digital learning
adventure, the excitement among both students and teachers is palpable,
heralding a new era of education that is sure to leave our students empowered
and inspired.

Open Evening: Students can choose to help support by being a tour guide for the
evening or helping in subject. Subject staff are currently recruiting for those to
support. Any student attending in the evening must be in full uniform including
blazers. The event will run from 6pm until 8pm and so students need to be at
school no later than 5.40pm. There will be a meeting for all tour guides on Monday
to go through exactly what they will need to do.

Sport: Sports Clubs are all up and running! Sports clubs have been running for 2
weeks now and we have had a fantastic turn out from students so far. Great
numbers of girls turning up for netball and football as well as huge numbers for



boys football and basketball. We cannot wait until fixtures start next week. We kick
off the football season with an away fixture for year 7 boys in the ESFA @
Staffordshire University Academy. Cup fixtures for Year 8 and 11 boys will follow
soon as well. Let’s wish all our teams luck going forward this year!
Watch this space for more sports updates as the term progresses

Maths Murder Mystery - Cipher Challenge
House Competition

A murder has been committed in the maths department! A body has been
discovered surrounded by mathematical objects and only the hardworking maths
teachers were in school, doing long division sums for fun at the weekend. So one
of them must be the murderer!

Your task, should you choose to accept it, is to find:
1) the murderer
2) the room
3) the murder weapon

Crack the codes and decipher
the messages to correctly
identify these three three things
and you will win points for your house.

Please see your house classroom for more information!!

Amazing Maths Lessons.

Being the best at solving equations!

Over the last two weeks Mrs Salter’s 10M4 class have been working really hard on
solving equations and inequalities. They have all worked extremely hard and are
the best at solving equations!!

Fantastic Learning

On Wednesday it was lovely to see Mr Nisar’s 9ADA class working on frequency
trees. Every single student was engaged and participating in the lesson. Extra
Aspire points were issued by Mrs Salter - Well done 9EUL, keep up the good work!

History - the Battlefields 2023 visit is fast approaching and all students attending
along with parents/carers are invited to an information meeting on Thursday 28th
September at 5pm. Only 4 weeks to go until we depart now.

History film club on a Friday lunchtime week B has launched and the first movie to
be enjoyed isWar Horse which ties in with the current cycle in Year 9 focused
upon the Great War. All students are invited along until every seat has been filled.



Y11 Child Development - NEA (coursework) deadline - Year 11 have been
completing the NEA tasks linked to Unit R058: Create a safe environment and
understand the nutritional needs of children from birth to five years. This work is
due to be submitted Monday 2nd October.
The work students should have completed includes:
R058 TA2 Task 1 Equipment
R058 TA1 Task 2 Create a Safe Environment
R058 TA3 Task 3 Healthy Meal Choices
R058 TA4 Task 4 Feeding plan and evaluation

Year 7 English Superstars - In English this week, students had to create their
own myth and present this myth to the class at the front of the classroom. Lots of
year 7 students were brave, resilient and confident with this task and the English
department are very impressed!

We are delighted to announce that Great Wyrley Academy has been awarded a
Silver Art Award from the Arts Council England. This has been a two year journey
to enhance and showcase all the amazing work achieved across Art, Dance,
Drama and Music.

The Arts Council England have said:

'You are positively increasing the emphasis on arts and culture, and engaging with
the Arts is having tangible results on pupils, staff, and family engagement. The Arts
feature in school planning and are supported by SLT, governors, a cross-curricular
approach, and wider MAT staff. Pupils access a range of experiences in school,
digitally, and outside the classroom which leads to showcasing within school and
the local community. It’s great to hear about the collaborations with artists, such as
Aspire Mountain, animation and singing projects, alongside refurbished spaces for
drama and a gallery space.’

Please click here to go to the News and blog page of the website

https://www.greatwyrleyacademy.org.uk/news-and-events/news-and-blog/


Curriculum Updates for this week:

Homework
A reminder that homework is due to be completed for Thursday 28th. Students
in all years were shown how to find this on Classcharts during an assembly with Mr
Studholme this week. There have been over 5500 pieces of homework set for our
students to complete!

A reminder that the sanction for non-completion of homework is a 50 minute after
school detention until each piece of homework has been completed.

What are we studying in Maths in Cycle 1?
Year 7: Expressions and Proof, Numeracy and
Approximation, Shapes and Dimension
Year 8: Inverse and Modelling, Collect, Display,
Analyse and Predict, Formulae and Rearrange
Year 9: Probability, Comparing Data, Number in the
Real World
Year 10: Developing Algebra, Use of Number, Ratio
and Fractions
Year 11: Probability, Sequences, Geometric Reasoning, Graphs, Functions

What are we studying in PE in Cycle 1?
KS3: Football, Fitness, Netball and Handball
KS4: Healthy active lifestyle through sport

What are we studying in Geography in Cycle
1?
Year 7: Location, Location, Location
Year 8: Tectonic Hazards
Year 9: China
Year 10: Natural Hazards
Year 11: The Changing Economic World



Student Services Updates for this week:

Great Wyrley Academy students have received over 1500 aspire points this week.
The top 3 character virtues and learner skills demonstrated this week are being
collaborative, being respectful and communicating clearly. They have
demonstrated a great deal of respect for each other and collaborated to improve
their knowledge and understanding of key topics after assessments.

Top Aspire Students

Well done to KATIE DUTTON for getting the most Aspire Points and being
BEST IN SCHOOL.



100% Attendance for this Week - Roll of Honour
(To get on next week's roll of honour you need to make sure you are in

EVERYDAY)








